Abstract-The inability of mobile ad hoc network (MANET) deployments to scale beyond about 100 nodes, in practice, has traditionally been blamed on insufficient network capacity for supporting routing related control traffic. This letter observes, however, that network capacity remains significantly underutilized by standard MANET routing algorithms at this scale of deployment. Therefore, instead of characterizing the scaling limit for MANET routing in terms of capacity, this letter characterizes it in terms of the interaction between the dynamics of path failure (caused by mobility) and of path repair. This leads to the discovery of the repair time scaling wall, which is used to explain the observed scaling limits in MANETs. The impact of repair time scaling wall on MANETs is identified, and techniques to extend the scaling limits are described.
times while NLO only accounted for about 2% of the network capacity. Details of these simulations are described in an extended report [4] , but in summary, our analysis shows that the routing system failed well before the capacity limits were reached.
The objective of this letter is to investigate alternate reasons for this failure. To do so, instead of formulating this problem from a capacity standpoint, we characterize routing path reachability as a function of the interaction between the dynamics of path failure and of path repair. Informally speaking, the path connectivity interval (PCI) refers to the average time that end to end paths in a network remain connected before mobility causes the paths to be disconnected. And the path repair interval (PRI) refers to the distribution of repair times for end to end paths in a network. By comparing the path connectivity and repair intervals as a function of network size, we are able to identify a factor other than network capacity that limits the scaling of MANETs, namely the repair time scaling wall.
II. MODEL We consider a mobile network of N nodes deployed over a two dimensional region. The communication range of the nodes is constant irrespective of network size N. For our analysis, we assume a random walk mobility model for the nodes. The random walk motion model yields a uniform distribution of node locations across the network [10] . Therefore, we assume that over time the average number of neighbors per node is ρ and this number stays constant irrespective of the network size. At a given network density and average node speed, the rate at which links are added and deleted are largely unaffected by network size and we denote these to be constants z and θ respectively. For our results obtained in this paper letter, the node speeds are varied between 2-4 m/s and the average number of neighbors for each node is 8. The impact of other mobility models and different node speeds are described in the extended report [4] .
The MANET is supported by an underlying routing algorithm that discovers a path between each pair of nodes that is optimal with respect to a given metric. Specifically, we use an event-based link state routing algorithm (LSR) that generates a link state update per link estimation event (i.e., either the discovery of a new neighbor or the discovery of the loss of a neighbor). We use a beacon based algorithm for link estimation, i.e., each node beacons a heartbeat message at a steady interval of once every B seconds. The radio range is assumed to be constant so as to enable knowledge of ground truth. 3 missed heartbeats signal the loss of a neighbor. Every time a new or broken link is discovered at a node, the link state of the node is flooded to the entire network.
III. PATH FAILURE DYNAMICS A. Analytical Characterization of Path Connectivity Interval
Let P x,y (t) denote the path between a pair of nodes x and y in the network at a given time t. The connectivity interval for 1558-2558 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. the path P x,y (t) is defined as the minimum duration in which at least one of the links on that path breaks, causing the path to break. Theorem 1: The average path connectivity interval for a MANET decays as O(1/ √ n), where n is the number of nodes in the MANET.
Proof: Since the link failure rate is θ per unit time, the average interval between two successive times in which a given link breaks is 1 θ . Now consider a set of p links whose failures are uniformly distributed in time with a rate of θ per unit time. In this case, the average time between two successive link failures in the set is 1 θ p . Since the average length of a path grows as O( √ n) and it suffices for just one link on a path to break for the path to be disconnected, the average path connectivity interval is O(1/θ √ n).
B. Experimental Characterization of PCI
We calculated the routing statistics at regular intervals of 50 ms during each trace of the simulation. Let P ( i, j )(t) =< i, g 1 , g 2 , · · · , j > denote the path between nodes i and j computed by the routing algorithm at time t. In this path, g p+1 represents the next hop towards j as stored in the routing table of node g p . Between each pair of nodes in the network, we mark the path as disconnected at time t, if any of the links along the path is not valid at time t. Link validity is determined by comparing against the ground truth location data and determining that a link between two nodes is invalid if the distance between them is greater than the radio range. For each pair of nodes i and j in the network, we thus obtain a vector γ i, j that contains a sequence of connected and disconnected states for each time index in the simulation. Thus γ i, j [t] = 1 if the path is connected at time index t in the simulation and 0 otherwise. By counting the consecutive 1s in the sequence for all nodes across the entire simulation, we obtain the durations over which paths stay connected. This data is used to plot the histogram of path connectivity intervals, as shown in Fig. 1 for network sizes of 50, 150 and 500 nodes. The y-axis is normalized by the total number of instances at each network size. We observe from this figure that the mean and median of the histograms shift progressively to smaller time values, showing that the average PCI decreases with the network size. Fig. 2 validates that the median and mean PCI for the network decay as O(1/ √ n). The medians are lower than the respective means, indicating that the connectivity intervals for only a small fraction of paths are much higher than the rest. IV. PATH REPAIR DYNAMICS Once a link state change has disconnected a path, the repair process consists of two parts: (i) discovery of the failed link and (ii) propagation of the discovery to other nodes in the network so as to restore the broken path. The repair interval is the time taken to restore the path.
A. Experimental Characterization of PRI
As described in Section III.B, we obtained a vector γ i, j for each pair of nodes i and j in the network that contains a sequence of connected and disconnected states for each time index in the simulation. By counting the consecutive 0s in the sequence, we obtained the duration over which a path stays disconnected and under repair. This data is used to plot the histogram of path repair intervals, as shown in Fig. 3(a,b) .
We observe from the histograms in Fig. 3 that the median PRI is almost the same at both 150 and 500 nodes, with a beacon interval of 500ms. This is highlighted in Fig. 3(c) , where the median PRI is plotted as a function of the network size; data is plotted for two different heartbeat intervals (500ms and 1000ms). Note that this corresponds to link failure estimation times of 1500ms and 3000ms respectively (as it takes 3 missed heartbeats to signal that a link does not exist). The median PRI is close to (more precisely, is slightly higher than) three times the heartbeat interval, i.e., it is roughly equal to the time that it takes to discover a failed link. Thus for a majority of the paths, the repair interval is close to the link failure estimation time. This also indicates that a majority of the paths are repaired close to the location where a link failure is discovered, and that the most significant factor in path repair is the time that it takes to detect a failed link.
V. JOINT ANALYSIS OF PATH FAILURE AND PATH REPAIR
By putting together the analyses of path connectivity dynamics and path repair dynamics, we make some observations on the scaling limits for MANETs in this section. 
A. Existence of Repair Time Scaling Wall
In general, we expect good connectivity in the mobile network when paths are repaired much faster than the rate at which they are broken. Based on this, we define the repair time scaling wall to be the point at which the median path connectivity interval falls below the median path repair interval. While other definitions are possible -say by considering different comparison points-we consider this particular definition of the scaling wall to be significant because we expect that at this point a majority of data packets being routed through the network would almost always encounter a broken path somewhere along their path. In systems where intermediate nodes drop data packets upon reaching a deadend, this would yield poor throughput. In systems where intermediate nodes buffer dropped packets and re-establish a route, this would imply higher latency and a higher buffering overhead.
Given a mobility model and beacon interval, our analyses of connectivity and repair can be instantiated to determine the corresponding repair time scaling wall. This is shown in Fig. 4 , which compares the PCI and PRI for beacon intervals of 1s, 500ms and 200ms respectively. Note that the link failure estimation time is approximately 3 times the beacon intervals, which translates to 3s, 1500ms and 600ms respectively. The repair time scaling wall for these scenarios, i.e., the point of intersection of PRI and PCI, is reached at only 85 nodes with a beacon interval of 1s, whereas it is nearly 1250 with a beacon interval of 200ms.
B. Impact of the Repair Time Scaling Wall
The repair time scaling wall highlights the importance of faster link estimation, especially that of faster link failure estimation. The faster the detection of failures, the smaller the expected repair interval, thus increasing the scalability of the system.
Pushing the repair time scaling wall higher by decreasing link failure estimation time also results in better route reachability. This is shown in Fig. 5 , where we show route reachability as a function of link failure estimation time. We count the percentage of routes that are connected in the network at each simulation time index and then average that over the duration of the simulation. Fig. 5 shows that route reachability improves steadily with faster link failure estimation.
In the extended report, we have quantified the impact of other mobility models (random waypoint and Gauss-Markov) and the impact of node speeds on the scaling wall; these results are omitted here given space limitations. Our results show that for a given node speed the scaling wall is almost the same across mobility models. Increasing the average node speed, on the other hand, reduces the average PCI and hence decreases the scaling wall significantly. This reinforces the importance of faster link estimation techniques.
C. Relation to Network Capacity and Stability Scaling Walls
There is a noteworthy trade-off between the repair time scaling wall and the capacity scaling wall. On one hand, reducing network level overhead for routing yields higher link estimation latency, causing the system to hit the repair time scaling wall. On the other hand, as shown by our results, the repair time scaling limit can be progressively pushed back by decreasing the link failure estimation time. But as one progressively decreases link estimation latency, network overhead increases and the system is pushed towards the capacity scaling wall. Often, however, as evidenced by our results, the repair time scaling wall is encountered by MANETs before the capacity limit.
We note also that frequent link estimation can lead to instability of paths in the network. In other words, even when a source and destination node pair remains connected, the path between the nodes may fluctuate, as routing searches for better (or optimal) paths or as a result of delays in link estimation. The route update overheads resulting from these fluctuations can in turn affect the quality of the links and in turn yield a cascading impact on system performance. Conversely, the standard approaches of slowing down the reaction to link estimate changes or throttling repair to avoid a stability scaling wall push the system towards the repair time scale wall. The stability scaling wall is another metric that needs to be studied further. We note, however, that the interaction between capacity, repair time and stability scaling walls is sensitive to number of system level parameters and can get quite complex. The joint optimization is, therefore, not an appropriate problem to focus on.
VI. RELATED WORK There has been plenty of research on routing algorithms for MANETs during the past two decades. Some well-known examples are OLSR [7] , TORA [11] , DSR [8] , AODV [12] , and DSDV [2] . Many of these studies have focused on scalability, but the primary emphasis has been on reducing the network level overhead required for propagating route information [1] . A case in point is the Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) which introduces selection of multi-point relays, which are an optimally chosen subset of two-hop neighbors, for controlling the propagation of neighborhood information across the network. Although OLSR reduces routing overhead, the quality of its routing is poor. Moreover, we observe that at the point of poor routing performance, the network capacity is in fact severely underutilized. We have therefore argued that network layer overhead is not the primary metric for characterizing routing performance and understanding scaling limits for MANETs. Instead, we have shown that link discovery latency is a primary factor. We note that others have evaluated the path availability duration in MANETs to analyze protocol scalability but not in relation to path repair duration [13] .
Our interest in analyzing point to point routing protocols for MANET stems from the necessity of these protocols for information sharing in MANETs as the scale of the networks starts to increase. Previous studies [9] have compared the efficiency and impact of stateful communication strategies (such as point to point routing) and stateless strategies (such as flooding) for MANETs under different levels of network connectivity and mobility rates. The study in [9] points out that under high mobility and connectivity, flooding is the right choice, but it does not consider network scale. While flooding based solutions may be acceptable for small scale networks, as the scale starts to increase to several hundreds and thousands of nodes, stateless protocols start becoming less of an alternative and point to point routing becomes necessary.
Lastly, we would like to point out that in this letter we are interested in real-time data routing and, hence, the ideas of introducing delay tolerance to increase the network capacity and of exploiting tradeoffs in capacity-delay [5] for MANETs are not directly applicable here.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this letter, we have introduced the notion of repair time scaling wall for MANETs and shown that it is the discovery latency of link failure and not the network capacity that constraints the scalability of point to point routing in MANETs. We have also shown that faster link failure estimation is critical for extending the repair time scaling wall.
Our analysis shows that a majority of the paths have repair time almost equal to the link failure estimation time and the repair intervals fall off as a power law distribution after the median. This indicates that very few paths require large, multi-hop information propagation before connectivity is restored. In general, local updates are mostly sufficient for fixing broken paths and restoring connectivity. This is actually helpful from a scalability standpoint because link estimation by itself only requires local information exchange and is not capacity intensive. While the observations we have made in this letter use simulations on OLSR, a link state routing protocol, we expect these observations to hold for other distance vector based protocols as well. This is because distance vector protocols are known to be more local in terms of path restoration and thus the link estimation duration can be expected to be an even more dominant fraction of the repair interval.
